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Introduction

This final report for the grant NAGW-3379 covers the period 1/3/93-2/28/96. The main
results have been published in the refereed literature, and thus this report serves mainly to
summarize the main findings and indicate where the detailed papers may be found.

Reflectance spectroscopy has been an important tool for determining the mineralogic makeup
of the near surface materials on Mars. Analysis of the spectral properties of the surface have
demonstrated that these attributes are heterogeneous from the coarse spatial but high spectral
resolution spectra obtained with telescopes (e.g. Adams and McCord, 1969; Singer et al, 1979;
McCord et al., 1982; Bell et al., 1990; Clark et al., 1990), to the 22 km pixels from ISM in orbit
(Bibring et al., 1989; Erard et al., 1991), to the high spatial but coarse spectral resolution Viking
data (e.g. Arvidson et al., 1989; McEwen et al., 1989). Low albedo materials show strong
evidence for the presence of igneous rock forming minerals while bright materials are generally
interpreted as representing heavily altered crustal material. How these materials are physically
and genetically related has important implications for understanding martian surface properties
and processes, weathering histories and paths, and crustal composition. The goal of this research
is to characterize the physical and chemical properties of low albedo materials on Mars and the
relationship to intermediate and high albedo materials. Fundamental science questions to be
pursued include (1) are the observed distributions of soil, rock, and dust a function of physical
processes or weathering and (2) can different stages of chemical and physical alteration fresh
rock be identified. These objectives will be addressed through detailed analyses and modelling
of the ISM data from the Phobos-II mission with corroborating evidence of surface composition

and properties provided by data from the Viking mission.

Spectral Calibration and Atmosphere

A primary concern expressed by the LPGRP panel in the review of the previous full proposal
centered on calibration of the ISM data and removal of a model atmosphere. This was a primary

focus of early work on this project. In collaboration with colleagues in France and the U.S., we
have made significant progress in this area (summarized below) and are confident that the major
tasks regarding calibration have been successfully completed. The ISM data are currently being



convertedinto aPDS-compatibleformatby collaboratorS.Erard(IAS, Paris)andthework
completedunderthepreviousawardhavebeencritical to thedevelopmentof this final product.

Spectral Calibration

Based on an exhaustive analysis ISM calibrations, we conservatively determine the absolute
accuracy of the ISM reflectance is 15% (most recented discussed in papers by Erard et al, 1994 ;
Mustard et al 1993; and Mustard and Bell, 1994 and is within 10% of the most recent estimate
of absolute radiance given by Roush et al (1992). Uncertainties in the solar flux, effects of
viewing geometry, and atmospheric variability, which are common to ALL such measurements
of Mars, contribute to the error of the estimate. The relatively accuracy is much high (1%)

which permits detailed mapping and analyses of variations in surface spectral properties.

An important outgrowth of this work is presented in a paper by Mustard and Bell (1994). We
exploited regions of common spatial coverage in ISM and telescopic data sets to derive new
composite reflectance spectra for Mars. These update the previous composite spectra presented
by McCord et al (1982) and incorporate the important new observations for ferric crystallinity
(Bell et al 1990) and ferrous absorptions (Mustard et al., 1993). These spectra are a new
benchmark for mission design and planning. Furthermore, the larger planetary community has
voiced its support for the reflectance calibrations by the incorporation of ISM data and/or results
directly into their analyses (e.g. Morris et al., 1993; Geissler et al., 1993; Reyes and Christensen,
1994; McSween, 1994).

Atmospheric Considerations

Contributions to the ISM data by the atmsophere consist of two main components:
absorptions by gas molecules in specific, narrow wavelength regions, and non-selective
scattering by suspended particles and aerosols. Both contributions have been analyzed in detail
to understand the effects on surface reflectance, most recently by Erard et al. (1994).

Absorptions due to H20, CO, and CO2 are removed using an exponential function of

wavelength-dependent absorptivity and atmospheric path length (elevation and viewing
geometry). This proceedure is considered the best approach given the spectral resolution of the
ISM data and provides an excellent correction for the atmospheric absorptions to 2.6 pm.

Scattering by aerosols and dust in the atmosphere is a function of atmospheric opacity and
the ISM data were acquired during the period when atmospheric opacity is generally at its lowest
(Zurek and Martin, 1993). The magnitude and spectral characteristics of the atmospheric
scattering were derived for the ISM data using two methods. The first used several spectra that
were obtained of the limb permitting direct measurement of atmospheric scattering. The second
method made use of regions which were measured during different observing runs. The results
of this analysis are that the aerosol particles have an average radius of 1.2 +/- 0.2 prn. The
spectrum of the aerosol contribution is dominated by a negative continuum slope which
decreases exponentially toward a minimum near 2.6 lam.

The total relative contribution to the surface signal is estimated to be 5-15%. Since this
scattering is additive, analysis of differences in spectral slope between terrains due to surface
spectral properties through derivatives (e.g. Fischer and Pieters, 1993, Mustard et al, 1993) is
valid. This scattered component affects the position, shape and strength of mineral absorption
features in two ways. First, absorption band strength is reduced which may explain why
important crystalline ferric absorptions are observed at some times (e.g. Bell et al 1990; Singer et
al 1990) but not others (e.g. McCord et al, 1982; Bell et al., 1994). The second effect is to
cause an apparent shift to longer wavelengths of absorption band minima. This shift is small
( 10-30 nm) and does not significantly change previous analyses of surface composition from
ISM data (e.g. Murchie et al, 1993; Mustard et al, 1993), but must be factored into future
analysis of surface composition from absorption band position and shape.

Data Analysis and Interpretation
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Thehigh spatialresolution,spectralcoverage,andhighsignalto noiseof theISM data
permittedthedeterminationof amineralogicbasisfor thespectralpropertiesof two distinct
morphogeologicregionsonMars(EosChasma,Nili Patera,MustardandSunshine,1995).
Throughtheuseof theMGM, weshowedthattheseareasaredominatedby two-pyroxene
basalts,analogousto thebasalticSNCmeteorites.Thedifferencesin spectralpropertiesbetween
EosChasmaandNili Pateraarebestmodelledasachangein relativemodalabundanceof low
andhighcalciumpyroxene,with Nili Pateraenrichedin high-calciumpyroxenerelativeto Eos
Chasma.However,thereis agreatdealof diversitywithin otherspectraof weaklyalteredcrust
andwehaverecentlyanalyzedmanyof theseregions,theresultsof whichwerereportedatthe
recentLPSCmeetingin March,1996(MustardandSunshine,1996).

Mineralogic Determinations with the MGM
We have been working with a suite of ISM spectra that satisfy a set of criteria for spectral

properties of weakly altered crustal (low to moderate albedo, flat to slightly negative spectral
slope, absence of strong contamination by ferric components). On the basis of simple analysis of
the position of the minima of the 1 and 2 lam pyroxene absorption features, they fall into three
primary classes: 1) Plateau Plains (longest wavelength band minima, Syrtis Major, Ophir
Planum), 2) Valles Marineris (intermediate wavelength band minima), and 3) Western Arabia/
southeastern Oxia Palus (shortest wavelength band minima). For the first two of these major
groups, the marie mineralogy and degree of homogeneity of each group has been determined
using the Modified Gaussian Model (MGM, see Sunshine et al., 1990 for a description of the
MGM). These results can then be used to determine if the different terrains represent distinct
and unique compositions and thus related to the environment of formation, or are part of a
continuum of compositions related in some other way.

The MGM was specifically developed for electronic transition absorptions and has been used
successfully to deconvolve overlapping absorptions in mafic mineral mixtures, solid solution
series, and natural lithologic samples (Sunshine et al., 1990; Mustard, 1992; Sunshine and
Pieters, 1993). A very important strength of the MGM is that it is apparently not affected by
particle size variations (Sunshine and Pieters, 1993). The ISM spectra were modelled using
linear inverse theory as a series of superimposed, overlapping absorptions that are additive in log
reflectance. The modelling employs the stochastic inversion methods of Tarantola and Valette
(1982) where explicit, a priori information is included as constraints on the solutions. These
constraints include general limits on the wavelengths of band minima, absorption widths, and/or
mathematical coupling of absorption strengths.

It is necessary to perform these calculations one spectrum at a time, and thus progess is
slow. Of the 50+ spectra examined thus far, 21 spectra (11 from the floor of Valles Marineris, 7
from the surface of Syrtis Major, and 4 from the surface of Ophir Planum) satisfy the criteria for

weakly altered properties, and also provide acceptable solutions from the MGM. The parameters
defining the absorption bands (center, strength, width) provide the essential information for
analyzing the mineralogies. For pyroxene mixtures, the ratio of the strength of the low calcium
pyroxene (LCP) to the high calcium pyroxene (HCP) bands has been shown to be a quantitative
measure of the relative abundance of these minerals.

Context for Composition and Synthesis of Results

It is clear that the three areas (Syrtis Major, Ophir Planum, and Valles Marineris) have
distinct differences in the ratio of LCP to HCP. The volcanics in Syrtis Major are enriched in
HCP relative to the materials on the floor of Valles Mariners, while the plateau plains of Ophir
Planum are intermediate between these. The relationship between LCP:HCP ratio and relative
abundance of these pyroxenes presented by Sunshine and Pieters (1993) was used to calculate
the change in relative pyroxene abundance of these areas. It is evident from this, and previous
analyses (Mustard and Sunshine, 1995) that two-pyroxene basalts with a high proportion of HCP
are common on Mars. In addition, the low albedo and strong bands imply that pyroxenes make
up a large fraction of the modal mineralogic abundances.



Thesecompositionsarecomparableto thebasalticSNCmeteoritesthat arethoughtto have
crystallizedfrom meltswith majorelementcompositionanalogousto terrestrialbasaltic
komatiites(Longhi, J. andV. Pan,1991).Thevariability in therelativemodalabundancesof
pyroxenesis likely associatedwith bulk CaOcontentof themelts. We hypothesizethatthe
volcanicson thefloor of VallesMarineriscamefrom mantlesourcesdepletedin calciumrelative
to theplainsvolcanicsrepresentedby SyrtisMajor andOphirPlanum,thoughthedifferences
couldalsobe theresultof fractionationprocesses.If true,thesecompositionsmayreflect the
evolutionof thecompositionof themartianmantlefrom enrichedin calcium(sourcematerials
for early plainsvolcanism)to slightly depletedin calcium(sourceregionsfor latervolcanismon
floor of VallesMarineris).

Theusefulnessof theseanalysescomesfrom integratingtheresultswith previousdatabases
andcurrentunderstanding.Themostimportantconsequenceof thisresultconcernsthemantle.
In therecentsynthesisof thefundamentalresultsfrom studyof theSNCmeteorites,McSween
(1994)notesthat all theSNCmeteoriteshavecalculatedmantlemeltcompositionssignificantly
differentthanmelts from typical terrestrial-typevolcanics.Theunifying featureof theSNCmelt
compositionsarethattheyaredepletedin aluminumwhichexplainsthemineralogiesdominated
by bothLCPandHCP. EverybasalticSNCsharesthisproperty,andthusthemantlesource
regionsweredepletedin aluminumat leastaslongagoastheNaklameteoritewhich hasanage
of 1.3Ga. Thevariousterrainsfrom whichtheISM analyseshavebeenperformedhave
stratigraphicagesof Early to LateHesperian.Adoptingaconservativecrateringcurveprovides
anabsoluteageof between2 and3 Ga. Thustheseresultsfrom theremotesensingshowthatthe
mantleof Mars wasdepletedin aluminumby at least2-3Gaago. In thenextyear,theseresults
will besynthesizedwith previousworkandsubmittedfor publicationto provideapre-Mars
GlobalSurveyorview of thepristinecompositionof martianvolcanics.

Analysis of Alteration in Transitional Soils
Several outstanding science questions for Mars concern the chemical and physical pathways

of alteration and weathering. From the ISM analyses, the regional characteristics and diversity
of weakly altered and heavily altered materials have been identified and mapped (Mustard, 1995;
Murchie et al., 1993). Areas on the surface that contain spectral properties intermediate between

these endmembers compositions have also been mapped. Spectra from these areas have been
analyzed to determine if the difference between insitu alteration and simple mixing between the
compositional endmembers can be resolved. In most cases, spectra of intermediate materials are
simply mixtures, either linear or nonlinear, betwen the weakly altered and heavily altered
endmembers. The principal exceptions are dark red soils (discussed below) and mixing as thin
coatings. Although neither mixture model accounts for the increase in spectral slope caused by
thin coatings of ferric material, initial modelling of two postulated alteration sequences, one
from Syrtis Major and one from Eos Chasma, with the MGM is very promising as a technique to
explicitly model the substrate beneath a thin coating (Mustard and Sunshine, 1995; ).

Dark Red Soils

Thermal inertia, radar, and Viking color data have been cited as supporting evidence that
dark red regions are simple mixtures of bright red and dark gray material, indurated to a variable
extent by duricrust (Arvidson et al., 1989; Christensen and Moore, 1992). However,
comparative analysis of dark red units with dark gray and bright red regions using ISM data
indicates that dark red units cannot be adequately modeled as mixtures of dark gray and bright
red materials (Mustard, 1994; 1995). Mixtures have a 2.1 lam pyroxene absorption band, not

observed in spectra of dark red units, and cannot fit the absorption near 1.0 Ixrn. The flat spectral
slope, distinct shape and position of the 1.0 lam band, and lack of any pyroxene-related
absorptions near 2.1 _ observed in ISM spectra of dark red regions are consistent with several
ferric oxyhydroxides such as ferrihydrite, jarosite, and goethite.

An assemblage of ferric oxyhydroxides, sulphates, and clay silicates is a reasonable model
for martian duricrust. Viking lander measurements of soil and duricrust composition are readily
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accommodatedby thesemineralcomponents(e.g.Clark et al., 1982;Baninet al., 1992).
Mechanismsfor duricrustformationarenot well understood(discussedin greaterdetailbelow),
but mayinvolvegroundwaterderivedfrom weatheringof iron-richbasalts(BumsandFisher,
1993)or hydrothermalprocesses,or surface-atmosphereexchangeof volatileson theyearto
millenial time scales(Jakosky,1986;MelonandJakosky,1995). Regardless,ferric
oxyhydroxideswithin this assemblagearethermodynamicallyunstablerelativeto hematiteunder
presentsurfaceconditions(Gooding,1978). Theymayexistmetastably,howeverif thekinetics
of dehydrationreactionsaresufficientlyslow,aswouldbeexpectedin acementedsoil. This
newperspectivefor soilsonMars,is still in theearly stagesof development.If it is correct,
however,it hasvery importantimplicationsfor physicalandchemicalpathwaysfor alteration
andweathering,surface-atmosphereandsurface-subsurfaceinteractions,andexchangeof
volatilesbetweenreservoirs.

Effects of Hyperfine Particles on Vis-Mid IR Spectra

Most of the systematic work on the spectroscopy of rocks and minerals have been conducted
on samples with well sorted grain sizes or grain size distributions, generally with grain sizes >45
larn in size (e.g. Clark et al., 1991; Salisbury et al., 1992). In addition, there have been several
systematic studies of the effects of particle size on spectra, where the finest fraction analyzed is
generally a bulk separate <45 pm, or perhaps <25 lam (e.g. Crown and Pieters, 1987; Salisbury
and Wald, 1992; Moersch and Christensen, 1995). There have few systematic studies of the
effects of particle sizes <25pm, largely because of the difficulty in extracting narrow separations
of fine particles. However, this is a critical particle size region for remote sensing of Mars, the
Moon, and other bodies in the solar system, since comminution and weathering process produce
an enormous amount of material in this size range. For example, on Mars estimates for the size
of the dust generally lie around 1 lam. Particles in this size range also happen to be
approximately the same size as the wavelength of the visible to mid-infrared radiation used
extensively in the remote sensing of planetary surfaces. While models of reflectance and
emittance for particulate surfaces where the particles are much larger than the wavelength of

light are well established (e.g. Hapke, 1993; Hapke, 1996), such modelling becomes more
complicated when particle size and wavelength are approximately the same size (e.g. Moersch
and Christensen, 1995; Wald and Salisbury, 1995). It is therefore a critical area of understanding
for which systematic studies and well controlled data are necessary.

We have recently completed and investigation of the effects of extremely fine particles
(<25pm) on reflectance and emittance spectra from the visible to mid-infrared (Mustard and
Hays, 1996). Narrow 5 lam size fractions from 0-25 lam were obtained of the minerals olivine
and quartz. Reflectance spectra of the separates were measured with RELAB (0.3-25 pm), and
the olivine separates in J. Salisbury's directional hemispherical instrument (6-15 _n), and
emittance spectra with P. Christensen's emittance spectrometer (7-15 _n). Spectra from all three
systems exhibit important, fundamental effects, primarily due to particle size, which have not
been previously reported. We find that when the wavelength of light approaches the dominant
particle size of a given separate, the reflectance undergoes a steep decline. We also observe that
the wavelength of maximum reflectance for the transparency feature is shifted systematically to
shorter wavelengths with decreasing particle size. Finally, systematic changes in the relative
strength and shape of absorptions in the restrahlen bands were observed.

The basic thrust of the research in the last year has been to develop a theoretical
understanding for these observations and write the results up for publication. This paper has

recently been re-sumitted to Icarus and should be accepted for publiction shortly. The basic
observations can be understood through application of Mie theory for particles sizes
wavelength of light. An equation for the critical diameter for the change to a Mie-type scattering
was developed and shown to be relevant to many of the observations. These results were then
taken farther and a Mie-Hapke hybrid scattering model for olivine and quartz particulate surfaces
was developed, largely similar to that developed by Moersch and Christensen (1995).



Theseresultshaveledto somenewinsightsinto reflectancespectroscopy,andwill helpto
understanddatafrom futuremissions.More importantly,theobservationshaveimplicationsfor
qualitativeandquantitativeanalysisof remotesensingdata. In particular,thecorrelation
betweentransparencyandChristiansenfeaturesfor compositionaldeterminations(Walterand
Salisbury, 1989)needsto bere-evaluated,while the largereductionin scatteringefficiency for
smallparticles,andthusspectralcontrast,maycomplicatesomesimplemethodsof analysisthat
rely oncorrelationsbetweenremotelyidentifiedspectralfeaturesandthoseobservedin spectral
libraries. Anotherconsequenceis thatquantitativespectroscopicmodelsneedto accommodatea
rangeof particlesizes,similar to thatexpectedin naturalsoils. As anoutgrowthof this study,
wewill continueto makeobservationsof hyperfineparticles. Observationsto datehavefocused
onsilicatemineralsfor which opticalconstantswereavailable.Our futurestudiesareto include
materialsandsamplesmorerelevantto thesurfaceof Mars. In particular,weareinterestedin
hyperfinesmectiteclaysandferric oxidesandoxyhydroxides.Thesewill bepreparedfrom
laboratorysamples,andalsoseparatedfrom naturalsampleswehavecollectedfrom Hawaii of
weatheredbasaltandbasalticglass.We will alsobecontinuingthemodellingefforts,with
increasedemphasisondevelopingmorepredictivecapabilitiesthatwill leadto abetter
understandingof hyperfineparticleson reflectancespectraandacapacityto modeltheseeffects.
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